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About the ESV Value Compact Bible The ESV Value Compact Bible retains many of the

components of the ESV Compact Bible. It features a quality TruTone cover, but is made more

affordable by not including gilded paper edges or a ribbon marker. The Value Compact Bible is a

conveniently sized and affordably priced edition, making it a practical option for anyone who wants

to take GodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Word wherever they go. Features: -Smyth-sewn binding -Lifetime guarantee

-Packaging: Backer card

Imitation Leather: 1056 pages

Publisher: Crossway; Lea edition (April 29, 2016)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 1433551667

ISBN-13: 978-1433551666

Product Dimensions:  1 x 4.4 x 6.4 inches

Shipping Weight: 10.4 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.5 out of 5 stars       9,151 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #4,848 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #30 inÃ‚Â Books > Christian Books &

Bibles > Bibles   #857 inÃ‚Â Books > Religion & Spirituality

I knew exactly what I wanted in this Bible purchase. Although I didn't get all the features I wanted, it

was the only ESV Bible I could find anywhere that met most of the requirements.I'll lay out what I

wanted and then indicate with a yes or no whether this bible fit the bill.ESV - YesLined margins for

journaling - YesVerse cross references - NoOff white page color - YesLarge font - No (it's only a 7, I

should have held out for the large print version coming out in March)Single column - YesRibbon

marker -Yes (although I would have liked to have 4 ribbons instead of just one)A thicker page to

prevent bleed through - YesNOT a compact version - YesAttractive Cover - Yes (I am very pleased

with the appearance, it's nicer than the photo portrays)Lies virtually flat when open - Yes (even from

the very first time I opened it)Hardcover - No (I had wanted a hardcover, but none I found had

enough of the features I wanted. However, after receiving this one I am very happy with the soft

cover and am glad I did go with a hardcover. This one feels nice in your hands and lays nicely in

your lap when curled up on the sofa.)Sturdy binding - Maybe (It seems pretty secure and I can lift it

by just the cover without worry. I don't know how it would hold up over time if toted around. I plan to



keep this one at home for personal study time.)Given all of the above, I am very happy. Although, as

previously mentioned, I really should have waited for the large print version of this very same bible

to be released in March. The font is very small and a bit difficult to read with my over 40 eyes. If you

need a larger font and can wait 2 months, I strongly recommend that. If small font doesn't bother

you, buy it today.I deducted one star because there is a section of about 50 pages that had been

obviously folded over during the binding process. They were unfolded and laid back flat prior to it

being packed (probably by someone on a quality control line). This is all fine and it isn't anything

that I would have returned the book over.

I absolutely love this Bible! It is exactly what I was looking for! It is a leathery cover and it is not hard

back. Perfect amount of room for taking notes on the side of my pages and the font is not too small

but not large either! Amazing Bible and good price too!

This Bible is great! Perfect for putting in my backpack or reading it in bed with one hand (like holding

a novel). The cover has a really nice feel, and for the price, I'm impressed. Please see attached

photos. They are much more true to the real color of the faux leather than the official item photo - it's

more on the pinkish/cherrywood color than their photo which shows it more as a brown.The print is

very small, so be aware of this. I mean, it has to be in order to fit the whole Bible into a compact

form. The pages are thicker than I expected - I use a gel-ink pen to underline and write in margins.

You can still see it through the page, but not as bad as I thought (see photos).As far as the ESV

translation goes, I love it. It reads smoothly in our modern English language, while preserving the

accuracy of God's word.

This ESV Single Column Legacy bible is one of my favorite bibles to read. It's aesthetically pleasing,

has a good font size for me, and is laid out in a way that makes the text really stand out. I don't

typically write in bibles, but do note that this is not a bible specifically designed for notes, but more

for typesetting. There is still a little bit of room in the margin (probably as much as a regular

two-column) but if you're looking for a single column for notes I'd suggest another option. The notes

are very minimal as well, only providing paragraph titles in the margin and translation notes

underneath, with a basic concordance and maps in the back. This is NOT a reference bible, has no

red lettering, and provides very few decorations. It is a little thicker that I thought that it would be, but

has a good heft while not being overly heavy (something I appreciate in a bible). It's just a bit lighter

than my NASB Study Bible.My favorite thing about this bible though is that scripture has a definitive



"shape" in the single column. Most text is beautifully justified, and does minimize bleed-through, but

the type-setting is really what makes this my favorite reading bible. Quotes are indented, and some

books are not justified at all, like the Psalms and the Proverbs, which gives each book its own shape

in a way. Some pages are a bit dense, but overall there's some variety to make the typesetting

interesting. Reading through a letter of Paul for example really feels like reading a letter. Verse

numbers are still present, but your eyes easily gloss over them as you read.I still prefer my NASB

Study Bible for more in-depth study, but a few weeks after buying this bible it's still relaxing to just sit

down and open it.As for the translation, there is still some oddness in places, such as Philippians

3:1 - "To write the same things to you is no trouble to me and is safe for you.", but in general is a

very readable translation while still in the line of more literal translations, second possibly only to the

NASB in literal accuracy. I won't go into many details about ESV, but I'd suggest researching a bit

about it if you've never read one.The binding and cover are nice, perhaps not as nice as a bible

that's over $100, but definitely what I'd expect for the price range.

I got this bible with the plan of covering it with a leather book cover, and it is exactly what I was

looking for. There are a lot of maps and it isn't too small or too big. My husband was hoping that the

pages would be a little thicker, but the pages are the traditional onion-skin thin pages. I think it

would be too big if it had thicker pages, so I don't think that is a negative point.The Bible that we

received looked exactly like the one pictured.
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